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In this paper, & palindrome is a finite sequence (x(l), x(2),..., x(n)) of numbers satisfying
(x(l), x(2),..., x{rij) = (x(ri), x(n -1),..., x(l)). Of course, an infinite sequence cannot be a palindrome—however, we shall call an infinite sequence x = (x(l), x(2),...) & palindromic sequence if
for every Nthere exists n> N such that the finite sequence (x(l), x(2),..., x{n)) is a palindrome.
If a is an irrational number, then the sequence A defined by A(n) = \_na\-[na - a \ is, we shall
show, palindromic.
Lemma: Suppose a- (cr(0), a(l),cr(2),...) is a sequence of numbers, and <r(0) = 0. Let A
be the sequence defined by A(w) = a(n) - a(n -1) for n = 1, 2, 3,... . Then A is a palindromic
sequence if and only if there are infinitely many n for which the equations
F^k:a(k) + a(n-k)

= a(n)

(1)

holdfor* = l,2,...,w.
Proof: Equations Fn^k and Fn^k_l yield a(k) + a(n - k) - a(n) = a(k-l)
that the equations
E
n,k- cr(k)-a(k-l)
= a(n-k + l)-a(n-k)
or
A(*) = A(w-ifc + l)

+ a(n-k + l), so
(2)

follow, for k = 1,2,..., n. Thus, if the n equations (1) hold for infinitely many n, then A is a
palindromic sequence.
For the converse, suppose n is a positive integer for which the equations En^k in (2) hold.
The equations E„th E„tl + E„t2, EnA + E^2 + En,2> • • • > £w,i + K,2 + m~ + E„t„ readily reduce to the
equations Fn^k. Thus, if A is palindromic, then the equations Fntk, for k = 1, 2,...,«, hold for
infinitely many n. D
To see how a positive irrational number a can be used to generate palindromic sequences,
we recall certain customary notations from the theory of continued fractions. Suppose a has
anc
continued fraction la0,aha2,...],
and let P-2-0,p_l-\pi-aipi_l-\-pi_2
* 9-2 = 1, ^-i = 0,
qt = afl^i + qt_2 for / > 0. The principal convergents of a are the rational numbers pi I qi for
/ > 0. Now, for all nonnegative integers / and j , define pUj = jp+i+Pj and qtJ = jqi+l +qt. The
fractions
Pu=M±1±PLj

l<j<a,+2-l,

(3)

are the /-th intermediate convergents of a. As proved in [2, p. 16],
...<B.<...<E!iL<EhJ*L<...<Es±3,<...
ft
ft.y
ft,/+i
«+2
1998]

if/iseven,

(4)
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...>K>...>EhL>EhJ±L>...>Ei±2->...

if/u odd,

(5)

and A,/-i?// - Ptfluj-i = H ) 7 for / = 0,1,2,... and y = 1,2,..., ai+2 - 1 . If the range of j in (3) is
extended to 0< y < a / + 2 - l , then the principal convergents are included among the intermediate
convergents. We shall refer to both kinds simply as convergents—those in (4) as even-indexed
convergents and those in (5) as odd-indexed convergents.
We shall use the notation (( )) for the fractional-part function, defined by ((x)) = x-[_xj.
Theorem 1: Suppose piq is a convergent to a positive irrational number a. Then for k = 1,2,
..., q -1, the sum ((ka)) + (((q- &) a)) is invariant of £; in fact,

{

((qa)) +1
((qa))

if/? / q is an even-indexed convergent,
if.pl q is an odd-indexed convergent.

Proof: Suppose piq is an even-indexed convergent and 1 <k <q-1.

Then piq<a,

so

that
kpl q<ka.
Suppose there is an integer h such that kpl q<h<ka.

(6)
Then

p/q <hlk <a.

(7)

However, as an even-indexed convergent to a, the rational number piq is the best lower
approximate (as defined in [1]), which means that k > q in (7). This contradiction to the hypothesis, together with (6), shows that
((kp/q))<((ka)).

(8)

Since \<q-k<q-l,wQ
also have 1= ((kpIq)) + (((q-k)pIq)) < ((ka)) + (((q-k)a)).
((ka)) + (((q- k)a)) has the same fractional part as qa, we conclude that
((ka)) + (((q-k)a))

Since

= ((qa)) + l

The proof for odd-indexed convergents p I q is similar and omitted. D
Theorem 2: Suppose A(n) = [naj~\_(n- l)aj for some positive irrational number, for n = 1, 2,
3, ... . Then A is a palindromic sequence.
Proof: By Theorem 1, if p/q is an odd-indexed convergent to a, then
((ka)) + (((q-k)a))

= ((qa))fork =

l,2,...,q-l,

and clearly this holds for k = q, also. Consequently,
lka} + l(q-k)a]
®(k) + a(q-k)
for k = 1,2,...,q.

= lqai
= a(ql

By the lemma, A is a palindromic sequence. •

Example 1: There is only one positive irrational number for which all the convergents are principal convergents, shown here along with its continued fraction:
172
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a = (l + V5)/2 = |[l,l,l,...].
The convergents are quotients of consecutive Fibonacci numbers, and the sequence a given by
a(n) = \na\ begins with 0, 1, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 19, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 29, 30, 32,
33, 35, 37, 38, 40, so that the difference sequence A begins with 1, 2, 1,2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 2,
1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2, 1, 2, 2, 1, 2. The sequence A is palindromic, since (A(l),..., A(q)) is a palindrome for
q e{1, 3, 8, 21,55,144, 377, 987,...}.
Moreover, (A(2),..., A(q -1)) is a palindrome for
ge{2,5,13,34,89,233,610,...}.
In both cases, Fibonacci numbers abound.
Example 2: For a = e, approximately 2.718281746, the continued fraction is
I2,1,2,1,1,4,1,1,6,1,1,8,1,1,10,1,1,12,1,1,..J,
and the first twenty convergents (both principal and intermediate) are:
2/l = pQ0/q00
3/1 = plQ/ql0
5/2 = p0l/q0l
8/3 = / ^ / ^
11/4 = p30/q30
19II = pmlqm
30/ll = p3l/q3]
49 /18 = p321 q32
68 / 25 = p33/q33
87/32 = p50/q5Q

106/39 = p60/q60
193/71 =-p10/q70
299/110 = p6l/q6l
492/181 = p62/q62
685/252 = p63/q63
878/323 = p6A/q64
10111394 = p65/q6,
1264 / 465 = pm I qso
1457/536 = p90 /q9Q
2721/1001 = psl / qm

Here, A begins with 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 2, 3, 3, 3, 2, 3,
3, 2, and (A(l),..., A(q)) is a palindrome for
q G{1,4,11,18,25,32,71,536,...},

and (A(2),..., A(q -1)) is a palindrome for
q G{2,3, 7, 39,110,181,252, 323, 394,465,1001,...}.
Opportunities: The foregoing theorems and examples suggest the problem of describing all the
palindromes within the difference sequence A given by A(/?) = \na\-\_na-a\
for irrational a.
One might then investigate what happens when na is replaced by na + fi, where /? is a real
number.
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